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ABSTRACT 31 

 32 

Members of the APOBEC3 family of cytidine deaminases vary in proportion of virion-33 

incorporated enzyme that is localized to mature retrovirus cores.  We reported previously 34 

that APOBEC3F (A3F) was highly localized into mature human immunodeficiency virus type 35 

1 (HIV-1) cores and identified that L306 in the C-terminal cytidine deaminase (CD) domain 36 

contributed to its core localization. We have now determined additional genetic 37 

determinant(s) for A3F localization to HIV-1 cores. We found that one pair of leucines in 38 

each of A3F’s C-terminal and N-terminal CD domains jointly determined the degree of 39 

localization of A3F into HIV-1 virion cores. These are A3F L306 / L368 (C-terminal domain) 40 

and A3F L122 / L184 (N-terminal domain). Substitutions in one of these specific leucine 41 

residues in either of the two A3F CD domains (A3F L368A; L122A; L184A) decreased core 42 

localization and diminished HIV restriction, without changing virion packaging. 43 

Furthermore, double mutants in these leucine residues in each of A3F’s two CD domains 44 

(A3F L368A plus L184A, or A3F L368A plus L122A) were still packaged into virions, but 45 

completely lost core localization and anti-HIV activity. HIV virion core localization of A3F is 46 

genetically separable from its virion packaging, and anti-HIV activity requires some core 47 

localization. 48 

Importance: Specific leucine-leucine interactions are identified as necessary for A3F’s core 49 

localization and anti-HIV activity, but not for its packaging into virions. Understanding these 50 

signals may lead to novel strategies to enhance core localization that may augment effects of 51 

A3F against HIV, and perhaps of other A3s against retroviruses, parvoviruses, and hepatitis 52 

B virus. 53 

 54 
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INTRODUCTION 55 

 56 

The members of Apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing enzyme catalytic, polypeptide-like 57 

(APOBEC3 or A3) family of cytidine deaminases vary in several properties, and 58 

understanding these biological differences will be critical to exploit their potential for 59 

therapeutic use in humans. A3s differentially block replication of endogenous 60 

retrotransposons (1-8), endogenous retroviruses (9-11), exogenous retroviruses (12-18), 61 

adeno-associated virus (19, 20), as well as hepadnavirus (21-23). Family members also 62 

differ in potency of virus restriction, deaminase target sequence specificity, relative 63 

magnitude of cytidine deaminase-dependent antiviral activity, and their evasion of viral 64 

countermeasures such as the virion infectivity factor (Vif) of human immunodeficiency 65 

virus type 1 (HIV-1).  66 

We recently reported that A3F and A3G, two family members that are relevant for 67 

human restriction of HIV-1 replication, differed in their relative magnitude of localization to 68 

virion cores (24). This is consistent with variation across the A3 family in the proportion of 69 

virion-packaged enzyme localized to cores. Mouse APOBEC3 (mA3) was localized in the 70 

cores of mouse mammary tumor virus and murine leukemia virus.  It has antiviral activity 71 

against those viruses (25-27). Increasing virion-incorporated mA3 also increased the 72 

amount localized to cores (25). It has also been reported that human APOBEC3A (A3A) was 73 

not localized to HIV-1 cores, and lacked HIV-1 restriction activity despite virion 74 

incorporation; however, it gained antiviral activity when fused to another protein that 75 

promoted its localization into virion cores (28, 29).  76 

  The current work focused on further characterizing genetic determinants of the 77 

high degree of core localization of A3F (24), and studying whether the degree of A3F core 78 
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localization affects retroviral restriction. In addition, we tested the hypothesis that the 79 

magnitude of A3F’s localization into the mature viral core is not determined only by the 80 

amount that is packaged into the virion (24, 25). This hypothesis was suggested by several 81 

earlier results (24). Previously, we demonstrated that a chimeric A3F with its N-terminal CD 82 

domain replaced by glutathione S-transferase (GST) maintained a similar level of 83 

incorporation into HIV-1 virions as did the wild-type A3F, but exhibited decreases in both 84 

core localization and HIV restriction (24). The data presented here identified specific amino 85 

acid residues in A3F that play crucial roles for core localization and viral restriction without 86 

changing packaging into retrovirus virions. Our results suggest that studying core 87 

localization might help efforts to increase activities of A3F and other A3s against HIV, other 88 

retroviruses, hepatitis B virus (HBV), and parvoviruses. 89 

 90 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 91 

 92 

Cell Lines and Culture Conditions. HEK293T cells were obtained from ATCC. TZM-bl cells 93 

were obtained through the NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program from John C. 94 

Kappes, Xiaoyun Wu, and Tranzyme, Inc. The TZM-bl indicator cell line, used for infectivity 95 

assays, is a genetically engineered HeLa cell clone expressing CD4, CXCR4, CCR5, and Tat-96 

responsive firefly luciferase and Escherichia coli β-galactosidase under the control of an 97 

HIV-1 long terminal repeat. HEK293T and TZM-bl cells were maintained in DMEM 98 

(containing 4.5 g/liter glucose, L-glutamine, and sodium pyruvate) medium plus 10% fetal 99 

bovine serum, 50 IU/ml penicillin, and 50 μg/ml streptomycin at 37 °C and 5% CO2. 100 

 101 

Plasmids. A pNL4.3 Vif-null mutant in which tandem nonsense mutations were introduced 102 
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in codons 26 and 27 of the Vif open reading frame was constructed by Ann Sheehy and 103 

acquired with her permission from Una O'Doherty. The NL4.3 Vif-null clone was originally 104 

derived from a full-length infectious HIV-1 clone, pNL4.3, and was isogenic with it except for 105 

the nonsense mutations in Vif gene. A3F expression plasmid was constructed as described 106 

before (24). The pcDNA3.1 HA-A3F expression plasmid was constructed by PCR 107 

amplification of A3F sequences from pcDNA3.1 A3F using an A3F-specific forward primer 108 

encoding the HA epitope with 5′-XbaI site and the vector-specific Bovine Growth Hormone 109 

(BGH) reverse primer. Amplified HA-A3F DNA fragments were digested with XbaI and 110 

HindIII and inserted in XbaI/HindIII digested pcDNA3.1(-). The resulting construct was 111 

confirmed by DNA sequencing. A3C expression plasmid was obtained through the NIH AIDS 112 

Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH deposited by Drs. B. 113 

Matija Peterlin and Yong-Hui Zheng (30). The pcDNA3.1 HA-A3F/C-Tail expression plasmid 114 

in which A3F C-terminal amino acid residues 348 to 373 were replaced with A3C C-terminal 115 

residues 165 to 190 was constructed by ligating the C-terminal 488 bp A3C XbaI/BsrGI 116 

fragment with the N-terminal 1064 bp XbaI/BsrGI fragment from pcDNA-HA-A3F in 117 

pcDNA3.1 (-). Mutations were introduced into pcDNA-HA-A3F plasmid template using 118 

appropriate mutagenic primers by a mega-primer PCR method as described previously 119 

(31). Mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing. The sequences of primers used for the 120 

construction of all expression plasmids are available upon request.   121 

 122 

Antibodies. The following antibody was obtained through the NIH AIDS Research and 123 

Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH: anti-APOBEC3F(C18) polyclonal 124 

antibody which recognizes the C-terminal tail of A3F from Michael Malim (32). GAPDH and 125 

anti-β-actin monoclonal antibody (clone AC-74) were from Sigma. Anti-HA rabbit polyclonal 126 
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antibody was from United States Biologicals. Anti-p24 monoclonal antibody 183-H12–5C 127 

was from Vanderbilt-Meharry Center for AIDS Research Virology Core.  128 

 129 

Immunoblotting. HEK293T cells were plated at a density of 6 × 105 cells/well in a 6-well 130 

culture plate 24 h prior to transfection with 1 μg of pNL4.3 Vif-null and various amounts of 131 

WT HA-A3F, HA-A3F-C tail or other A3F mutants, as indicated in individual figure legends. 132 

Linear polyethylenimine (PEI; 25 kDa; Polysciences, Inc.) was used, as described (33). 133 

Forty-eight hours after transfection, cells were lysed in 250 μl of cell lysis buffer (1X 134 

Dulbecco's Phosphate-buffered Saline (Mediatech, Inc.), 1 mM Na2EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100 135 

(v/v), and complete mini protease inhibitor mixture without Na2EDTA (Roche) and 136 

centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 5 min at 4 °C. Cell lysates were combined with an 25 μl of 2X 137 

SDS-protein sample buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 4 mM Na2EDTA, 4% SDS, 4% 2-138 

mercaptoethanol, 20% glycerol, 0.1% bromphenol blue), heated at 100 °C for 5 min. and 139 

analyzed by electrophoresis through a 12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. After electrophoresis, 140 

separated proteins were transferred to an Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore) and 141 

processed for Western blot analysis using protein-specific antibodies with 142 

chemiluminescent detection. Control experiments also evaluated if A3F-transfected 143 

HEK293T cells secrete microvesicles containing A3F, and no evidence of this was identified. 144 

Six million 293T cells were transiently transfected with 12 ug of A3F expression plasmids, 145 

either wild type (WT) or mutants (A3F L122A, L184A, and L368A). Cell lysates and 146 

supernatant fluids were collected 2 days after transfection. Supernatant fluids were 147 

processed exactly as were those containing viral particles for sucrose density gradient 148 

analyses (below). The resulting cell lysates and centrifuged supernatant fluids were 149 

analyzed using immunoblotting, with blotting for GAPDH in cell lysates as a positive control. 150 
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No A3F immunoreactivity was detectable in the centrifuged supernatants despite abundant 151 

cellular expression of each A3F and GAPDH (not shown). This is consistent with lack of 152 

microvesicle secretion from HEK293T cells, as previously reported by others (34). 153 

 154 

Sucrose Density Gradient Centrifugation. HEK293T cells were plated at a density of 6 × 155 

106 cells/100 mm culture dish 24 h prior to transfection. Cells were co-transfected with 15 156 

μg of pNL4.3 Vif-null proviral clone and various amounts of A3 expression plasmid DNA, as 157 

indicated in individual figure legends. Culture supernatants were collected 48 h after 158 

transfection and cellular debris was removed by centrifugation or filtration through a 0.45 159 

μm filter. HIV-1 particles were then concentrated by ultracentrifugation (100,000 X g for 3 h 160 

at 4 °C) through a 20% sucrose cushion (w/v) in STE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 100 161 

mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). Pelleted virions were resuspended in 300 μl of STE buffer, and 162 

subjected to ultracentrifugation (130,000 X g for 16 h at 4 °C) through a layer of 1% Triton 163 

X-100 into a linear 30–70% (w/v) sucrose density gradient, as described (35). After 164 

centrifugation, 1 ml fractions were collected from the top of the gradient and stored at −20 165 

°C.  Specific proteins in individual fractions were analyzed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel 166 

electrophoresis and immunoblotting. One-tenth milliliter (0.1 ml) of each fraction was 167 

diluted with 0.1 ml STE buffer and the protein precipitated with an equal volume of 20% 168 

trichloroacetic acid on ice for 30 min. The protein precipitate was washed twice with 0.3 ml 169 

acetone, air dried, and dissolved in 25 μl of 2 X SDS-protein sample buffer. Samples were 170 

heated at 100 °C for 5 min and 5 μl of each was fractionated by electrophoresis through a 171 

12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. After electrophoresis, separated proteins were transferred 172 

to an Immobilon-P membrane and processed for Western blot analysis using protein-173 

specific antibodies with chemiluminescent detection. 174 
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 175 

Viral Infectivity Assay. TZM-bl indicator cells were plated at a density of 10,000 cells/well 176 

in a 96 well culture plate 24 h prior to infection and incubated at 37 °C (5% CO2). On the day 177 

of infection, the culture medium was removed and the cells inoculated in triplicate with 100 178 

μl of 2-fold serial dilutions of viral supernatants in culture medium containing 20 μg/ml 179 

DEAE-dextran. After 24 hrs of incubation, culture medium was removed from each well and 180 

replaced with 100 μl of Britelite Plus luciferase assay substrate (PerkinElmer). Following 5 181 

min of incubation at room temperature, 75 μl of each cell lysate was transferred to a 96-well 182 

OptiPlate 96 (PerkinElmer) and luminescence was measured in a VICTOR X2 Multilabel 183 

Reader (PerkinElmer). 184 

 185 

Generation of A3F Structural Model. An A3F model was built using Rosetta 3.3, a software 186 

suite for predicting and designing protein structures, protein folding mechanisms, and 187 

protein-protein interactions (36). The 1.38Å resolution structure of A3G, Protein Data Bank 188 

(PDB) ID 3V4K (37), was used to build this model in order to gain more information about 189 

amino acid side chains than present in the published structure of a modified A3F C-terminal 190 

CD domain, PDB ID 4IOU (38). The sequence of the C-terminal domain of A3F used for 191 

building the model (GenBank ID NP_660341.2 residues 193-373) differed from that of the 192 

expression construct used in the biological experiments by a single amino acid, with the 193 

expression construct containing an isoleucine and the computational model a valine residue 194 

at amino acid 231. This difference was inadvertently introduced during cloning of the 195 

expression construct. This A3F sequence was aligned to an edited sequence of the A chain of 196 

3V4K from which irrelevant atoms such as ions and ligands had been removed. This 197 

sequence alignment was used to thread the A3F sequence onto the A3G crystal structure. In 198 
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a two-step procedure, loop regions missing from the 3V4K structure were constructed, the 199 

A3F model was relaxed, and A3F loops were then rebuilt to sample a larger conformational 200 

space (36, 37, 39). 20,000 candidate models were generated initially. The top 2000 scoring 201 

models were clustered by root-mean-square distance (RMSD) and ranked by Rosetta 202 

energy score. The data and protocol used for Rosetta are detailed in a supplementary data 203 

file (Supplemental Fig. 1). The best-scoring models of the ten largest clusters were selected 204 

to represent the potential conformational diversity of the loops in A3F. All models were 205 

visualized and figures were made using molecular visualization software (The PyMOL 206 

Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.5.0.4 Schrödinger, LLC). 207 

 208 

RESULTS 209 

 210 

Structural model of C-terminal CD domain of A3F indicated possible hydrophobic 211 

interaction(s) between L306 and residues in -helix 6 of the protein. In a high 212 

resolution crystal structure of a modified A3F C-terminal CD domain, PDB ID 4IOU (38), the 213 

L306 side chain (Fig. 1A) previously identified as necessary, but not sufficient, for extensive 214 

localization of A3F into the mature virion core (24) was close to the C-terminal -helix 6 215 

leucines at positions 364, and 368 (Fig. 1A). These leucines, and L372, in the A3F C-terminal 216 

-helix 6 each had their side chains oriented towards the interior of the protein (38). 217 

However amino acid side chains were not fully built in the published model of the A3F 218 

structure. Therefore, structural models of A3F were also built based on homology to the 219 

highest resolution structure of a modified A3G C-terminal CD domain published to date, 220 

which did build out side chains (PDBID 3V4K (37)), using Rosetta-3.3 (36). A model built on 221 
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homology to A3G compared well to the A3F crystal structure (38), and also supported the 222 

hypothesis that L364 and L368 might have potential hydrophobic interaction with L306. In 223 

each of the energy-minimized models of A3F structures derived from the A3G structure 224 

(one representative structure of the top-scoring models is shown in Fig. 1B), the carbon 225 

atoms of L306 and L368 were approximately 4 Å apart or less, a distance that could permit 226 

hydrophobic interactions between L306 and L368 residues. The distances estimated 227 

between L306 and L364 were slightly greater in our models. L372 was even more distant 228 

from L306 in both the published A3F structure and the homology model based on the A3G 229 

structure, suggesting that L372 lacked potential to interact with L306.  230 

 231 

Deletions of the -helix 6 residues decrease core localization of A3F. The amino acid 232 

sequence of the C-terminal -helix 6 starts at residue 358 in A3F (38, 40-42). By 233 

introducing a stop codon in A3F at either amino acid 350 (HA-A3F 350) or 360 (HA-A3F 234 

360), truncated mutants lacking all of the -helix 6 region of A3F were constructed (Fig. 235 

2A). The effect of each truncation mutant on viral core localization was then tested by co-236 

transfecting HEK293 cells with the Vif-null NL4.3 proviral clone and the truncation mutant 237 

A3F expression plasmids. The resulting viral particles were concentrated and analyzed 238 

using sucrose density gradients followed by immunoblotting (Fig.2B). Wild-type (WT) A3F 239 

protein concentrated in gradient fractions corresponding to mature cores (fractions 9 and 240 

10) (Fig. 2B HA-A3F WT). However, virion HA-A3F 350 and HA-A3F 360 proteins were 241 

distributed across sucrose density gradient fractions more broadly than HA-A3F WT (Fig. 242 

2B, second and third panels). The majority of both truncated mutant A3F proteins were 243 

found in fractions 5 to 8, with a small amount in one core component-containing fraction.  244 

The C-terminal -helix 6 truncations altered more than the conserved leucines. We 245 
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assessed whether residues other than the C-terminal -helix 6 leucines (at A3F residues 246 

364, 368, and 372) affected core localization by using a chimeric A3F-A3C mutant protein. 247 

A3C has the identical number of amino acid residues in its C-terminal -helix 6 as does A3F. 248 

However, only three of these amino acids are conserved between A3C and A3F; these are 249 

the leucines corresponding to A3F L364, L368, and L372  (Fig. 2 A). Using a unique 250 

restriction site, we constructed a chimera with the A3F residues starting at amino acid 348 251 

replaced by the corresponding C-terminal 26 residues of A3C (HA-A3F/C Tail); the A3C 252 

residues differ in every position other than the three leucines from the corresponding A3F 253 

residues (Fig. 2A boxed region and 2C). Levels of cellular expression and viral incorporation 254 

of HA-A3F/C Tail protein was equivalent to that of HA-A3F WT (data not shown). A sucrose 255 

density gradient indicated that HA-A3F/C Tail was localized in mature virion cores as well 256 

as HA-A3F WT (Fig. 2D). HA-A3F/C Tail also retained the same magnitude of antiviral 257 

activity against Vif-null HIV-1 NL4.3 as wild-type A3F (data not shown). These results are 258 

consistent with a role in core localization for one or more of the leucine residue(s) in -259 

helix 6 of both A3C and A3F.  260 

 261 

Mutation of L368 in the A3F C-terminal -helix 6 diminishes A3F’s core localization 262 

and its antiviral activity. Since the results described above suggested that one or more of 263 

the 3 conserved residues in the A3F C-terminal -helix 6 (A3F L364, L368, L372; starred in 264 

Fig. 2A) contribute to A3F’s core localization, we introduced both single and double alanine 265 

substitution mutations into each of them (Fig. 3A). The effects of these mutations on cellular 266 

expression, viral incorporation, infectivity and core localization of A3F were tested as 267 

described in Material and Methods.  268 

Levels of cellular expression (Fig. 3B) and virion incorporation (Fig. 3C) of each of 269 
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the mutants with alanine replacing one of the -helix 6 conserved leucine single mutants 270 

(L364A, L368A and L372A, lanes 4, 5, and 6, respectively) were comparable to wild-type 271 

A3F (lane 2). The single L306A mutant that was previously characterized (lane 3) had 272 

slightly lower levels of cellular protein and viral incorporation, as seen before (24). In 273 

addition, each of the double C-terminal leucine mutants (L364A/L368A, L368A/L372A, and 274 

L306A/L368A, lanes 7, 8, and 9, respectively) also had a slight decrease in levels of cellular 275 

protein (Fig. 3B) and virion incorporation (Fig. 3B and C). Of note, decreased cellular levels 276 

and virion incorporation were previously shown not to alter the distinctive magnitude of 277 

core localization of wild-type A3F versus A3G in sucrose density gradients (Fig. 1 and 2 in 278 

(24)).  279 

A3F L368A, which had comparable levels of cellular expression and viral 280 

incorporation to the wild-type A3F, was found predominantly in gradient fractions 6 to 8; 281 

only a small amount was present in one of the core component-containing fractions, 282 

fraction 9 (Fig. 3D, third panel).  This was similar to the lesser core localization of the A3F 283 

L306A mutant (Fig. 3D, top panel, and Fig. 5B in (24)). In contrast, A3F mutants with either 284 

L364A or L372A substitutions displayed a similar distribution across gradient fractions to 285 

wild-type A3F; these two mutants each retained core localization similar to wild-type A3F 286 

(Fig. 3D, second and fourth panels). Each of the double mutants tested that contained L368A 287 

disrupted core localization (Fig. 3E). However, both L306/L368A and L364A/L368A 288 

mutants had less protein localized to the mature core component containing fractions 9 and 289 

10 than did the other double mutant (L368/L372) (Fig. 3E, second panel). These results 290 

indicate that A3F L368 is the one of the three -helix 6 conserved leucines that contributes 291 

to core localization along with A3F L306. 292 

Comparisons of infectivity of those mutants against Vif-null HIV-1 were made across 293 
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the three single -helix 6 mutants (L364A, L368A, L372A) that had similar levels of virion 294 

incorporation as wild-type A3F (gray bars in Fig. 3F), since decreased incorporation is itself 295 

expected to diminish anti-HIV restriction activity. Infectivity was also compared across the 296 

variants with similarly decreased expression and virion incorporation (L306A and each of 297 

the 3 double mutants, white bars in Fig. 3F). HA-A3F L368A had decreased antiviral activity 298 

against Vif-null HIV-1 compared to HA-A3F WT (Fig. 3F, row 5). In contrast, HA-A3F L364A 299 

and HA-A3F L372A each displayed antiretroviral activity comparable to wild-type HA-A3F 300 

(Fig. 3F, rows 2, 4 and 6). In contrast, antiviral activity was similarly decreased among the 4 301 

variants with decreased incorporation (Fig. 3F, white bars). A3F L368A therefore is the only 302 

of these mutants that had decreased anti-HIV activity along with decreased core localization 303 

in the absence of any decrease in viral incorporation. 304 

 305 

Homologous residues in the N-terminal domain of A3F (L122 and L184) also 306 

contribute to core localization and affect anti-viral activity against Vif-null HIV-1. 307 

Amino acid sequence alignment of N- and C-terminal CD domains of A3F indicated that the 308 

C-terminal domain leucine residues critical for core localization were also conserved in the 309 

N-terminus of A3F (Fig. 4A).  Therefore, individual alanine substitution mutations were 310 

introduced into these homologous residues in the A3F N-terminal CD domain (L122A, 311 

L180A, L184A, and L188A) to test their effect on core localization into HIV-1 mature virion. 312 

These were introduced through site-directed mutagenesis and mutations were confirmed 313 

using DNA sequencing.  293T cells that were transiently transfected with the Vif-null HIV-1 314 

NL4.3 clone and either HA-tagged WT or mutant A3Fs showed comparable cellular 315 

expression of the single mutants (L122A, L180A, L184A and L188A) to that of wild-type 316 

A3F (Fig. 4B) Each mutant protein was incorporated into viral particles similarly to WT (Fig. 317 
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4C). Sucrose density gradient analyses showed similar distribution across fractions for A3F 318 

L180A and L188A as for WT A3F, with much of each mutant distributing in core 319 

component-containing fractions (Fig. 4D, second and fourth panels). However, the majority 320 

of HA-A3F L122A and L184A were found in fractions 4 to 8 with only a small amount in one 321 

of the core component-containing fractions 9 and 10 (Fig. 4D, top and third panels).  A3F 322 

L180A and L188A had equivalent anti-viral activity against Vif-null HIV-1 to WT A3F, while 323 

A3F L122A and L184A mutants each had reduced activity (Fig. 4E). Thus, L122A and L184A 324 

in N-terminal domain of A3F also disrupted the extensive core localization and decreased 325 

anti-viral restriction activity against Vif-null HIV-1. This corresponded to the effects of 326 

mutating the homologous C-terminal residues, L306 and L368 of A3F.  327 

 328 

Disrupting the implicated leucine pairs in both N- and C-terminus CD domains 329 

completely abrogates A3F’s core localization and anti-viral activity against Vif-null 330 

HIV-1. Each of the mutants studied thus far that decreased core localization (A3F L122A, 331 

L184A, L306A, and L368A) retained a single CD domain core localization signal, and were 332 

distributed similarly in sucrose density gradient experiments to A3G (Figs. 1 and 2 in (24)). 333 

In other words, some protein localized to core fractions, albeit less than for WT A3F. We 334 

next tested whether mutating the two leucine pairs, one each in the N- and C-terminal CD 335 

domain of A3F, and thereby affecting both domains, would more markedly affect core 336 

localization. We constructed double mutants with one leucine in each CD domain changed 337 

to alanine; the mutants were A3F L122A/L368A and L184A/L368A. (Since the cellular 338 

expression level of the L306A mutant is lower than that of WT A3F, we did not include that 339 

substitution in these double mutants.) The effects of the double mutants were tested on 340 

cellular expression, viral incorporation, anti-viral activity and core localization as described 341 
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in Materials and Methods. The double mutants displayed similar levels of cellular 342 

expression and viral incorporation to wild-type A3F (Fig. 5A, B). However, both A3F 343 

L122A/L368A and L184A/L368A mutants were localized completely outside mature cores 344 

(Fig. 5C) with no appreciable anti-viral activity against Vif-null HIV-1 (Fig. 5D). 345 

 346 

DISCUSSION  347 

 348 

 A pair of leucines in each A3F CD domain is identified here as necessary for core 349 

localization: L368 together with the previously described L306 in the C-terminal CD domain 350 

and L122 with L184 in the N-terminal CD domain. This extends our previous report that a 351 

greater proportion of virion-incorporated A3F than A3G co-localized with components of 352 

the mature virion core in linear sucrose density gradients following mild detergent 353 

treatment. Subsequently, others confirmed greater core localization of A3F than A3G using 354 

imaging of fluorescent-tagged fusion proteins (43), validating results of the density gradient 355 

methodology used here with an independent experimental approach. Our earlier results 356 

also identified that A3F had two core localization signals (24). The current results add 357 

further evidence that signals in each of A3F’s two CD domains work together to increase 358 

localization into HIV-1 viral mature core. Substituting an alanine for one of the leucines in a 359 

single pair in one A3F domain decreased its core localization and restriction of Vif-null HIV-360 

1. In contrast, substituting an alanine for a leucine in both of these leucine pairs in each 361 

domain completely abrogated A3F’s core localization and restriction, even when virion 362 

incorporation itself was not affected. Further, these results indicate that core localization is 363 

genetically separable from virion packaging, as suggested by several earlier results (24, 44), 364 

and that core localization may contribute to anti-HIV activity of A3F.  365 
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 Structural modeling suggested that two leucines in the C-terminal domain -helix 6 366 

region of A3F (L364 and L368) were in close enough proximity for hydrophobic interaction 367 

within the interior of the protein with L306, which was previously characterized as 368 

contributing to A3F core localization. A3F mutants with truncations of the C-terminal -369 

helix 6 did not localize to cores, consistent with a role for the -helix 6. To exclude the 370 

possibility that residues other than the leucines in -helix 6 contributed to core localization, 371 

we studied a chimeric protein in which the C-terminal -helix 6 of A3F was replaced with 372 

the homologous region from A3C. The leucines corresponding to A3F L364, L368, and L372 373 

were the only residues unchanged from those in A3F in this chimeric protein. The finding 374 

that this chimera was localized to cores similarly to A3F led to mutagenesis of each of the 3 375 

leucine residues (364, 368, and 372). A3F L368A in the C-terminal deaminase domain 376 

decreased core localization; no change was seen with mutagenesis of either of the other two 377 

conserved leucines in -helix 6, A3F L364A or L372A. This confirmed that L306 and L368 378 

were both necessary for core localization. 379 

These two leucines in the C-terminal domain, L306 and L368, of A3F are in close 380 

enough proximity for hydrophobic interaction with each other in the published A3F C-381 

terminal domain crystal structure (38). An additional model was developed here by 382 

homology to a high resolution structure of the A3G C-terminal domain (37, 41) in order to 383 

add more amino side chain information than was present in the solved A3F crystal 384 

structure. This also supported that A3F L368 was close enough to A3F L306 for 385 

hydrophobic or van der Waals interactions. The other A3F C-terminal -helix 6 leucines, 386 

A3F L364 and A3F L372, were more distant from A3F L306 in both models.  387 

The A3F C-terminal domain structure positions the L306/L368 leucine pair within 388 

the protein’s interior (38). Therefore, we speculate that this leucine pair, along with the 389 
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homologous pair in the N-terminal domain, may affect protein folding rather than mediating 390 

an interaction on the surface of the protein with a virion component that causes core 391 

localization. Indeed, the slightly decreased levels of cellular expression and virion 392 

incorporation of A3F L306A noted earlier (24) could be consistent with A3F L306A having 393 

deleterious effects on protein folding. However, all the other three single mutations (L368A, 394 

L122A, and L184A) in the implicated leucine residues of A3F did not cause any decrease in 395 

levels of cellular expression or virion incorporation detected by immunoblotting.  This does 396 

not completely exclude possible effects of these other mutants on protein folding. However, 397 

these results do indicate that core localization of A3F can be diminished in the absence of 398 

detectable decreases in its viral incorporation.  399 

Determination of the mechanism whereby a leucine pair in each of two domains 400 

leads to a greater degree of virion core localization of A3F will require analyses that are 401 

beyond the scope of this report. Leucine-pair optimized folding of two domains, rather than 402 

one, may lead to twice as much interaction with a virion component that facilitates core 403 

localization. Alternatively, leucine pair-optimized folding of each domain may be needed for 404 

the correct conformation of a two-domain monomer (or oligomer) of A3F that improves a 405 

single interaction with an as-yet unidentified virion component. We hypothesize that core 406 

localization requires binding to only a subset (or one) of multiple virion components that 407 

mediate virion packaging.  This may help explain why some A3 mutations affect both virion 408 

packaging and core localization, while others affect only one of these processes.  409 

It is also worth noting that earlier work showed that A3F W126A decreases 410 

localization into HIV cores, in addition to impairing interaction with nucleocapsid and HIV-1 411 

virion incorporation (24, 45). Decreased HIV virion incorporation of A3F W126A was 412 

associated with decreased binding to 7SL RNA, and no decrement of binding to HIV genomic 413 
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RNA or 5s rRNA was found (45). RNase digestion of detergent-treated viral particles 414 

containing A3F (either WT, L122A, L184A, or L368A) prior to density gradient 415 

centrifugation was done as an initial test of the hypothesis that A3F core localization 416 

involves interaction with a virion RNA. However, RNase digestion did not alter the 417 

distribution of each A3F in the gradient (data not shown). This does not support that 418 

hypothesis, although interaction with a RNA not accessible to RNase digestion cannot be 419 

excluded.  420 

A3F mutations that specifically decreased localization to HIV cores diminished its 421 

anti-HIV restriction activity. This could be due to decreased virion core association itself, or 422 

to changes in protein structure that independently affect both core association and 423 

restriction activity. Core localization of mA3 has been shown to be important for its 424 

deaminase-independent activity against MMTV and MLV (25-27, 46), and for anti-HIV 425 

activity of A3A (28, 29). The magnitude of loss of anti-viral activity against Vif-null HIV-1 for 426 

each of the A3F mutants that had decreased core localization (A3F L122A, L184A L306A, 427 

L368A, L364A/L368A, L368A/L372A and L306A/L368A) was similar to that of the 428 

deaminase-defective A3F E251Q, which did not have any alteration in core localization 429 

compared to wild-type A3F (data not shown). Thus, these experiments suggest the 430 

possibility that a similar diminishment in restriction activity occurs when A3F either loses 431 

its intrinsic deaminase activity or its access to the HIV genome in the core that is the target 432 

for deamination. However, intrinsic differences between different A3s (e.g.; A3F versus 433 

A3G) may be more important in determining relative antiviral potency of the different 434 

enzymes than relative magnitude of core localization. It has been shown that A3F’s 435 

deaminase activity is intrinsically limited relative to that of A3G (47) and the more core-436 

associated A3F may not be more potent in restricting HIV than is A3G (24, 32, 48).  437 
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 Further study of mechanisms underlying the relatively better core localization of 438 

A3F may lead to the potential for “virion engineering” to therapeutically maximize antiviral 439 

effects of other A3s in the future. For example, small molecules might be developed that 440 

could stabilize a conformation that increases A3G’s limited localization into cores, which 441 

may increase its overall anti-HIV activity and decrease the potential for evasion of Vif via 442 

decreased virion incorporation (49, 50). Since the residues of A3F and A3G to which HIV-1 443 

Vif binds to facilitate their proteasomal degradation are distinct from core-localizing 444 

determinants, agents being developed to antagonize Vif may not decrease core localization 445 

that enhances anti-viral activity against Vif-null HIV by A3F. Since core localization is 446 

implicated in anti-parvovirus activities of A3 enzymes (19, 20), and at least a portion of 447 

their anti-HBV activity (22, 51-55), increased basic understanding of core localization also 448 

holds promise for improved treatments for those viruses. 449 
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 627 

FIGURE LEGENDS 628 

 629 

FIG. 1. A3F structural models are consistent with L306 interacting with L368. (A) The 630 

structure of the entire modified A3F C-terminal CD domain (PDB ID 4IOU) (38), resolved to 631 

2.75 Å, is depicted.  (B) The relevant C-terminal region is magnified from the published 632 

determination of the structure of the A3F C-terminal CD domain (PDB ID 4IOU) (38). The -633 

helix 6 is on the bottom, with the C-terminus of the protein to the left.  The DNA substrate 634 

recognition loop between -sheet 4 and -helix 4 is on the top and includes L306, which is 635 
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oriented downwards. L368 in -helix 6 is to the left of L306 and oriented upward. L364 in 636 

-helix 6 is to the right of L306 and oriented upward. L306 is closer to L368 than L364. The 637 

amino acid side chains are not fully built in this model, as deposited in PDB. The wire mesh-638 

like overlay is a representation of the volume of the amino acid side chains in the model. (C) 639 

The same potential interaction was seen in different models of A3F based on homology to 640 

the better-resolved (1.38 Å) structure of a modified A3G C-terminal CD domain (PDB ID 641 

3V4K) (37). One representative homology model of A3F from among the best-scoring 642 

models (using Rosetta-3.3) (36) is depicted. The wire mesh-like overlay is a representation 643 

of the volume of the amino acid side chains in the model. -helix 6 is on the bottom, with the 644 

C-terminus of the protein to the left of the figure.  The DNA substrate recognition loop 645 

between -sheet 4 and -helix 4 is on the top of the figure and includes L306, which is 646 

oriented downwards. L368 in -helix 6 is to the left of L306, and oriented upward. L364 in 647 

-helix 6 is to the right of L306, and oriented upward. Distances are less than 4 Å, and 648 

estimated to allow hydrophobic interactions between the hydrogen atoms of L306 and 649 

L368; distances are slightly greater between atoms of L306 and L364. L372 is not shown, as 650 

it is one residue before the C terminus and too distant to potentially interact with L306. 651 

There were 18 additional amino acids at the N-terminus of the A3F whose structure was 652 

experimentally determined (38), relative to the A3F sequence used for building models 653 

based on homology to A3G here. Among the residues in common between A3F used here 654 

and in (38), 93.9% of the amino acids were identical. There were differences, however, in 655 

three of the nine amino acids in the DNA substrate recognition loop from residues 307 to 656 

315 (the loop between -strand 4 and -helix 4). The published crystal structures of A3G 657 

(37) and A3F (38) also differed markedly in number, sequence and orientation of the amino 658 

acid backbone of the DNA substrate recognition loop from residue 307 to 315, although 659 

L306 was positioned very similarly in the published crystal structures of A3G (37) and A3F 660 
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(38). The amino acid backbone structure of the A3F homology model determined here 661 

differed from that of PDB ID 4IOU by an overall RMSD of 3.2 Å, with a smaller difference 662 

between them specifically in -helix 6 (RMSD of 1.5 Å), validating the homology-based 663 

model. 664 

 665 

FIG. 2. Truncation mutations in C-terminal domain of A3F decrease core localization of A3F 666 

while A3F/A3C C-terminus chimeras maintain core localization, suggesting that conserved 667 

-helix 6 leucine residues play a role in mature core localization of A3F. In these 668 

experiments 10 g of pNL4.3 Vif-null proviral clone and or 3 g of each mutant A3F 669 

expression DNAs were used for transient transfection. After 2 days post transfection cell 670 

lysates and viral supernatants were collected to test its effect on core localization of the 671 

mutant A3Fs. (A) Sequence alignment of the C-terminal -helix 6 of C-terminal residues of 672 

A3F and A3C. Only 3 leucines are conserved between A3F and A3C (starred) in -helix 6 673 

starting at amino acids 358 of A3F. DNA encoding the boxed residues of A3C (amino acids 674 

165 to 190) replaced the boxed residues of A3F-C (amino acids 348 to 373) in the HA-675 

A3F/C Tail construct. Residues 350 and 360 are also depicted where termination of A3F 676 

truncation mutants were engineered (respectively, HA-A3F 350 and HA-A3F 360). (B) 677 

Sucrose density gradient centrifugation followed by imunoblotting using specific antibodies 678 

and chemiluminescent detection compared mutants to HA-A3F-WT (top panel). HA-A3F 679 

350 (second panel) and HA-A3F 360 (third panel) lost quantitative encapsidation. (C) 680 

Schematic representations of wild-type A3F and A3F/A3C chimeric fusion protein (HA-681 

A3F/C-Tail) show relative locations of zinc-binding cytidine deaminase active site motifs in 682 

white and other A3F coding sequences in grey. Hatches indicate A3C residues (A3C amino 683 

acids 165 to 190) in C-terminal -helix 6 that replaced the A3F residues 348 to 373 in HA-684 
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A3F/C-Tail. (D) HA-A3F/C-Tail (second panel) had mature core localization similar to HA-685 

A3F-WT (first panel), with much of the A3 in fractions 9 and 10 that also contain mature 686 

core-localized capsid (p24Gag). 687 

 688 

FIG. 3. Mutageneses confirm that interaction between A3F L368 and L306 is critical for 689 

quantitative encapsidation of A3F. In these experiments 10 g of pNL4.3 Vif-null proviral 690 

clone and 1 g of wild type or 3 g of each mutant A3F expression DNAs were used for 691 

transient transfection. After 2 days post transfection cell lysates and viral supernatants 692 

were collected to test its effect on cellular expression, viral incorporation, infectivity and 693 

core localization of the mutant A3Fs. (A) Alanine scanning mutations introduced into 694 

conserved leucines of A3F are diagrammed. (B) Immunoblotting of cell lysates shows 695 

cellular expression of HA-tagged A3F variants, relative to actin loading control Expression is 696 

decreased for L306A and each double mutant, relative to HA-A3F-WT and the single -helix 697 

6 mutants (L364A, L368A, L372A). (C) Immunoblotting of virion lysates shows virion 698 

incorporation of HA-tagged A3F variants, relative to HIV p24Gag. Virion incorporation is 699 

decreased for L306A and each double mutant, relative to HA-A3F-WT and the single -helix 700 

6 mutants (L364A, L368A, L372A). (D) Sucrose density gradient centrifugation followed by 701 

immunoblotting using specific antibodies and chemiluminescent detection showed 702 

differences in quantitative encapsidation of the single mutants. L306A (top panel) and 703 

L368A (third panel) were not quantitatively encapsidated, as were L364A (second panel) 704 

and L372A (fourth panel). Each panel also shows capsid (p24Gag) in mature core 705 

component-containing fractions. (E) Sucrose density gradient centrifugation followed by 706 

immunoblotting using specific antibodies and chemiluminescent detection showed that 707 

none of the double mutants, L306A/L368A (top panel), L364/L368A (second panel), and 708 
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L368A/L372A (third panel), was quantitatively encapsidated. Each panel also shows capsid 709 

(p24Gag) in mature core component-containing fractions. (F) Equal amount of viral particles 710 

were used to infect TZM-bl cell to test its effect on anti-HIV-1 activity. Decreased core 711 

localization diminished restriction of Vif-null HIV-1 NL4-3 by A3F.  Wild-type A3F and 712 

mutants with wild-type levels of cellular expression (Fig. 5B) and virion incorporation (Fig. 713 

5C) are depicted as gray bars. Anti-viral activity against Vif-null HIV-1 was decreased for 714 

A3F L368A (Lane 5), relative to wild-type A3F (Lane 2). L364A and L372A had activity 715 

similar to wild type (Lanes 4 and 6, respectively). Since decreased virion incorporation is 716 

expected to diminish restriction, variants with decreased cellular expression (Fig. 5B) and 717 

virion incorporation (Fig. 5C) were compared only to each other and are shown as white 718 

bars. Among the variants with similarly reduced virion incorporation (Fig. 5C), L306/L368 719 

(Lane 9) had similar anti-Vif-null HIV activity to the other two double mutants (Lanes 7, 8) 720 

and L306A (Lane 3).  721 

 722 

FIG. 4. N-terminal leucine residues homologous to the C-terminal leucine residues are also 723 

required for A3F core localization and anti-viral activity against Vif-null HIV-1. In these 724 

experiments 10 g of pNL4.3 Vif-null proviral clone and 1 g of wild type or 3 g of each 725 

mutant A3F expression DNAs were used for transient transfection. After 2 days post 726 

transfection cell lysates and viral supernatants were collected to test its effect on cellular 727 

expression, viral incorporation, infectivity and core localization of the mutant A3Fs.  (A) 728 

Amino acid sequence alignment of N-and C-terminus of A3F. Leucine residues common to 729 

both N- and C-termini are highlighted with boxes. (B) Immunoblotting of cell lysates shows 730 

cellular expression of HA-tagged A3F variants, relative to actin loading control. Expression 731 

is similar for all. (C) Immunoblotting of virion lysates shows virion incorporation of HA-732 
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tagged A3F variants, relative to HIV p24Gag. Virion incorporation is similar for all. (D) 733 

Sucrose density gradient centrifugation and Western blotting using specific antibodies and 734 

chemiluminescent detection showed differences in core localization of the single mutants. 735 

L122A (top panel) and L184A (third panel) were not localized well to cores, as opposed to 736 

L180A (second panel) and L188A (fourth panel). Each panel also shows capsid (p24Gag) in 737 

mature core component-containing fractions. (E) Equal amount of viral particles were used 738 

to infect TZM-bl cell to test its effect on anti-HIV-1 activity. Anti-viral activity against Vif-null 739 

HIV-1 was decreased for A3F with L122A (Row 3) and L184A (Row 5) mutants that lost 740 

majority of core localization, relative to wild-type A3F (Row 1). A3F L180A (Row 4) and 741 

A3F L188A (Row 6) had activity similar to wild-type A3F.  742 

 743 

FIGURE 5. Double mutations into N- and C-terminal leucine residues dramatically affect 744 

core localization and anti-HIV-1 activity of A3F without affecting its viral incorporation. In 745 

these experiments 10 g of pNL4.3 Vif-null proviral clone and 1 g of wild type or 3 g of 746 

each mutant A3F expression DNAs were used for transient transfection. After 2 days post 747 

transfection cell lysates and viral supernatants were collected to test its effect on cellular 748 

expression, viral incorporation, infectivity and core localization of the mutant A3Fs. (A) 749 

Immunoblotting analysis shows that all the A3Fs display similar cellular expression at those 750 

amounts used for the transfection. GAPDH was used as a loading control (Lane 1: Vif-null 751 

only, lane 2: Vif-null + WT A3F, lane 3: Vif-null + L122/L368A A3F, and lane 4: Vif-null + 752 

L184/L368A A3F). (B) Immunoblotting analysis of viral pellets shows similar levels of viral 753 

incorporation. As a loading control p24 was also probed (Lane 1: Vif-null only, lane 2: Vif-754 

null + WT A3F, lane 3: Vif-null + L122/L368A A3F, and lane 4: Vif-null + L184/L368A A3F). 755 

(C) Core localization of A3Fs was analyzed by sucrose density gradient experiment. Unlike 756 
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wild-type A3F mainly localized into the core fractions, majority of double mutant A3Fs was 757 

found almost exclusively outside the core fractions. (D) Equal amount of viral particles were 758 

used to infect TZM-bl cell to test its effect on anti-HIV-1 activity. Both mutant A3Fs lost 759 

almost all of its anti-HIV-1 activity compared to that of the wild-type protein. 760 
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